Traveling Trunk Inventory

These pictures are taken from the items in our Alternate Trunk, thus the items in your trunk might be slightly different in appearance from these.
Dress
Bonnet
Union Jacket
Confederate Jacket
Canteen
Reproduction Bullets
Canister Model
(with wooden balls)
Cotton Boll
Fife
Jacobs Ladder
Full Size Bonnie Blue Flag
Voices of the Civil War Card Game

"Fire will not burn it out of us—water cannot wash it out of us, that this war with the slaveholders can never be brought to a desirable termination until slavery, the guilty cause of all our national troubles, has been totally and forever abolished."

"Our Southern brethren have attacked their own house and their loyal brother. They must be punished and brought back, but this necessity breaks my heart."
Set of 3D Glasses (40)
Toothbrush
Two Piece Silverware Set
“Housewife” with Cloth, Buttons, Thread
Coffee Ration
Prayer Book
Cup and Ball

The Cup & Ball game has been a favorite toy for many generations. Examples of the Cup & Ball game have been found all over the world from as early as the 16th Century. It consists of a wooden handle with a ball tethered to one end, and a small cup on the other end. The object of the game is to swing the ball into the cup—not an easy task!

Made in Italy
DVD Copy of Glory